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an iron grasp the balance of power, can radically restore
the face of the world to sanity and health. For that a change
of heart is needed. ... A change of ideals. No legislation
can help us.
You cannot imagine a population each member of which
works only an hour a day spending the whole rest of its time
in the cinemas. Yet the only logical and moral end of the
result of improvement in the Machine can only be either
millionwise exterminations or a six-hour world working
week. There is no third way. None.
But you can imagine a six-hour working week population
spending considerable time and regaining its mental and
intellectual health growing string beans, attending on milch
goats, moving hurdles for sheep among roots, weaving
woollen stuffs, thinning out woodlands, carving bedposts,
painting frescoes in cinema halls, felling timber . . . and
having all its afternoons and evenings and most of the
winter months for the movies, the theatres, the concert halls,
the churches, the night clubs, the dancing floors * . for
fox-hunting, for fishing, for field sports, hitch-hiking, for
distant travel. . . . Or even for the Arts.
To reach that Estate the change of heart is needed—a
profound modification in our sense of the values of life.
§
The till yesterday proud, machine-minded inhabitants of
New York, London, Glasgow, Roubaix, Chicago, St. Louis,
or Pittsburg, Pa., have, as ideals of food, something out
of a tin and of entertainment something partaken of in
fetid crowds on one White Way or another. They would
regard the programme of our Fifth Estate with dismay.
But the civilization that has thought out the aeroplane
and its routes through the heavens—and I have no intention
whatever of saying that the aeroplane and its manufacture
should be discouraged—that civilization, then, is certainly
able to evolve local schemes of rural enjoyment that shall be
at once dignified, health-giving, and engrossing. And there
is no life more agreeable than to live semi-agriculturally
employed at half an hour's distance from a lively urban

